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The overview here proposed aim at investigate how competences are developed in Higher 

Education Institutions by giving attention to five main topics: 

1. Training courses and main contents offered in Higher Education Institutions  

2. Type of education/training related to heritage stone material topic 

3. General field of study which each selected course belongs to 

4. Major facilities detected on national level in education institutions 

5. Main equipment at disposal in use for stone material studies in heritage field 

 

1. Training courses and main contents offered in Higher Education Institutions  

 

On a national basis we have detected a total of 66 courses at university level. Starting from this 

data, we have selected eight general and inclusive categories, this allowed us to connected each 

one of the 66 courses found to one of the eight categories. These categories are considered 

significant and representative in Heritage field for the study of stone materials. The aim is to 

evaluate what is the level of diffusion of each of those topics on a national level.  

This first analytic reveal a neat prevalence of courses about geology (selected ten times), 

petrography (selected ten times) and stone restoration (selected twenty-seven times).   

 

 
Chart 1. The Chart shows the level of diffusion of eight major topics developed through the 66 analyzed 

courses.  



 

Starting from the results to this overview, we can conclude that in Italy, institutions on a university 

level focus their study plan on the physical and chemical characteristics of stone. This is considered 

as a crucial basis to understand decay mechanisms, materials interaction to perform conservation 

planning and restoration (selected seven times). In fact, this kind of topics are offered not only in 

geoscience study plans but also in specialized courses in cultural heritage conservation. Another 

key aspect here detected is the great presence of course focused on historic building construction 

techniques (selected eight times). They are mostly included in both architecture and cultural 

heritage studies. These courses aims to enhance expertise in structural engineering field to detect 

constructive diseases and evaluate connections between the availability of specific types of stones 

and constructive techniques. 

We might assume that the solid base on which the knowledge in stone materials is based is related 

to two key aspects. The first one is how natural stone is made on both microscopic and 

macroscopic level, the second one focuses on decay processes and conservation. This result is in 

line with Italian tradition in restoration and historic buildings studies. 

In addition to those two main topics, more specialized courses are distributed in different fields 

spanning from stone design to historic building construction techniques. Apparently, they seem 

to be considered as more specialized and more related to specific sectors. In fact, stone design 

(selected three times), historic building construction techniques (selected eight times), stereotomy 

(selected three times) and stone classifications and localisations (selected four times) are all 

inserted into specific study plan deeply connected to stone materials field.  

The last interesting remark is related to some courses localization through the country. High 

specialistic university courses on stereotomy and stone construction techniques are mainly 

developed in those regions with a great tradition in stone construction (i.e. Puglia, Sicilia); while 

instead, stone design courses, as well as new applications of stone in both construction and city 

planning are mostly located in northern regions where a great tradition on product and industrial 

design and a strong net in manufacturing field is attested. 

   

2. Type of education/training related to heritage stone material topic 

The second focus of this overview aims at evaluate how structured is the study of stone materials 

by identifying University centers, specific degrees in natural stone conservation and distinguish 

them from individual courses held in other degrees. This investigation reveal the presence of one 

main university-enterprise association completely devoted to research, dissemination and 

communication in the field of stone architecture. The Stone Academy offers courses in 

collaboration with IUAV-Università di Architettura di Venezia, Polidesign/Politecnico di Milano, 

DASTU – Politecnico di Milano, Polo Territoriale di Mantova and Università di Pisa, Ingegneria 

Edile Architettura. 



On a national level, the study plan in conservation and restoration of cultural heritage (original 

title: conservazione e restauro dei beni culturali) offers a curriculum completely devoted to stone 

materials and their derivates in architecture (original title: materiali lapidei e derivati. Superfici 

decorate dell’architettura). This five-year program includes courses in stone restoration, stone 

diagnostics techniques, 3D modelling etc. The curriculum on stone materials is standardized for 

most of the universities providing same course types with same amount of training hours. More 

than ten institutions include this degree in their course catalogues. This degree allows participants 

to get the restorer job title. 

On 2020, among a conspicuous number of I level and II level postgraduate masters, none is 

completely devoted to stone materials. Several of them have been recently removed from course 

catalogues (i.e. Contemporary Stone design and Architecture, IUAV University; architecture and 

construction: contemporary design with stone - Architettura e Costruzione: progettazione 

contemporanea con la pietra-, Politecnico di Milano). Among post-graduate courses, the Stone 

design course trains a highly specialized job profile with competences in most of the fields 

connected to stone, starting from traditional use of stones in its structural, decorative and 

symbolic values to product design for stone objects.  

In addition to these courses entirely dedicate stones, a high number of individual subject course 

on both under-graduate and post-graduate level is detected. 

The degree in conservation and restoration of cultural heritage curriculum on stone materials and 

their derivates in architecture (original title: conservazione e restauro dei beni culturali. Curriculum 

materiali lapidei e derivati. Superfici decorate dell’architettura) deserves a special attention. From 

one hand, its diffusion on a national level represents a programmatic will to promote natural stone 

studies in a uniform and well-structured way.  From the other end, this degree is not integrated 

in just one main scientific sector, it is sometimes connected to historic studies dept. (University of 

Torino for example), some others in Physics and Chemistry Dept. (Università degli studi di 

Palermo) or even in Cultural heritage Dept. (Alma Mater Studiorum, Bologna). This fact underlines 

a great variety of fields of research connected to stone materials. If well addressed, this variety 

can lead to an advantageoous interdisciplinary approaches, otherwise it could easily lead to weak 

disconnected studies and researches. 



 
Table 2. The table and the chart above show the number of entire University centers, specific degrees and 

individual courses have been detected on a national level. 

 

3. General field of study which each selected course belongs to 

 

Starting from the sixty-six analyzed single subject courses, they have been grouped in eighteen 

different degrees (listed in table 1, degree section). Thanks to this question we want to evaluate 

in which field of study stone material is generally included. To get this value, for each detected 

degree, it was asked to indicate at what department they belong to. A great majority of courses 

held on stone materials are included in geoscience studies. Cultural heritage field holds a relevant 

position as well. 

Results to question three demonstrates that most of the courses focused on natural stone are 

grouped in geoscience studies and cultural heritage studies. This assumption makes clear two 

main approaches to stone materials we can detect. From one side, stone is studied as a part of 

natural environment, giving attention to formation processes and geophysics characteristics; on 

the other side, it is considered as a material shaped by humans and it is analyzed in its properties 

related to construction process. This polarization makes evident key competences involved in 

stone material sector for heritage applications. Additional sectors, such as architectural studies, 

engineering, art and historic studies are only marginal in terms of percentage of courses on stone 



material. A more transversal approach, with more inter-faculty courses would potentially lead to 

a wider knowledge about stone at every single step of its whole life-cycle. 

 

 

 

Table 3. The table and the chart above highlight the fields of study to which every single department or 

faculty hosting a course on topics related to natural stones belongs to 

 

 

 



4. Major facilities detected on national level in education institutions 

 

 Five main laboratories have been detected as connected to diagnostics and stone material study 

in heritage field.  

At university level, the net of Laboratories is quiet spread out in the main institutions and 

universities. Most of them offer both professional services and university training courses in 

addition to research activities. In most of the cases, students can apply for internships to those 

laboratories to support research and training activities performed by the laboratory. This 

possibility gives an extra value to those facilities bridging thee gab between theoretic studies on 

materials and applications in both professional and research field. As for university courses, they 

are not strictly connected to a specific field of research; in fact, among the five labs, two of them 

are connected to architectural studies, one of them to restoration and other two are connected 

instead to geoscience studies. Their activities are mostly related to diagnostics to determinate the 

state of conservation and material composition. 

 

5. Main equipment at disposal in use for stone material studies in heritage field  

 

At university level, equipment in use for diagnostics and stone study is mostly located and 

managed by specialized laboratories (such as the ones presented in question 5). They can be 

grouped into three main categories:  

- devices used for direct and indirect diagnostics of stone physical properties (endoscope, thermal 

cameras etc.),  

- devices used for data capture and test sample (small laser scanners, high resolution cameras, 

core barrels etc.) 

- devices used for sample analysis and treatment (microscopes, devices for stone and mortar thin 

sections production etc.) 

This kind of equipment is mainly use to get preliminary knowledge about materials. It’s interesting 

to notice that none of these devices are connected instead to digital tools and supports for virtual 

reconstruction of restoration results and 3D modelling. 

 



 

 

General conclusions of the overview for the project 

The analysis here discussed shows a great abundancy of training courses at University level in 

Heritage HEI related to restoration of stone materials. This is easy to frame out in the Italian 

context, where conservation and communication of architectural and archaeological heritage 

represents one of the main domains involved in the economic development. A long tradition in 

conservation studies is translated into a constellation of highly specialized courses devoted to a 

profound knowledge of different types of supports and construction materials.  

From one hand, conservation field takes the lead in stone material studies, but, from the other, a 

conspicuous number of courses are held in other field of research related to geoscience, art and 

construction. This variety, in terms of number of sectors involved in stone material teaching, 

demonstrates a great interest on this topic from transversal point of view.  Starting from this, we 

can assume that on a national level, stone material study requires a strong collaboration among 

experts of different sectors.  

When a specific subject is studied from different points of view, a possible risk might be the 

extreme fragmentation of knowledge among experts. This could lead to a situation in which each 

expert does not have enough “overlapped” competences with others resulting in highly 



specialized but disconnected results. This scenario does not seem to affect Italian general situation 

and, by looking closer the way courses are structured and spread out, it’s quiet easy to guess why. 

Conservation degrees, for example, include in their highly specialized courses a fair amount of 

hours devoted to chemistry, physics and, more in general, geoscience. On the other hand, in 

construction field and in architecture schools, students learn how to frame out more technical 

teachings, for example building construction materials courses and structural consolidation of 

stone buildings, with historical aspects linked to how those techniques were developed through 

history and where specific constructive techniques where mostly spread out. This permeability 

allows a high number of intersections among field of study, it can be considered as the necessary 

base to develop a net of interrelated courses and competences.  

 

In contraposition to this dense net of courses based on a traditional approach to stone material 

study for heritage, we must detect a deficiency of courses and experimental equipments in new 

technologies applications for cultural heritage conservation and building construction. Just in few 

cases, the whole documentation and restoration process is supported by 3D modelling, BIM, CAD 

and CAM systems, they are poorly integrated into those studies concerning stone materials. For 

example, a valuable attempt in this direction is given by digital stereotomic design workshops and 

laboratories which connect traditional constructive techniques principals to 3D modeling and 3D 

printing. This fusion might re-interpret the use of stone in the whole construction sector.  

 


